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Looking for budget kitchen ideas? Your kitchen might be looking a bit tired, but you don’t have to spend a fortune to
give it a fresh new look. All it takes is a little time, effort and creativity to pep up the heart of your home.
HERE ARE CLEVER IDEAS TO TRANSFORM YOUR KITCHEN:

1. PAINT KITCHEN CABINETS
Painting your kitchen cabinets is one of the cheapest
and easiest ways to create a fresh new look. With a
cream background, it’s easy to give your kitchen a fresh
feel by choosing from the latest colours available. If you
plan to paint cabinets, be sure to prime them first.

2. UPDATE YOUR KITCHEN FLOOR
If a tatty kitchen floor is letting the scheme down, you
don’t need to go to the hassle of taking it all up as you
can lay new flooring on top. Most kitchen designers will
advise that you can simply run it underneath the plinths,
instead of wall-to-wall, which cuts your costs further.

3. IMPROVE YOUR KITCHEN
STORAGE
It’s amazing how much we
accumulate over the years. Try
setting aside an afternoon to sort
out your kitchen cupboards, then
organise them so you have access
to the things you use every day.
Clearing your worktops can also
instantly improve your kitchen and
it won’t cost you anything at all.
Alternatively, try rethinking storage
solutions. Put up extra shelves and
hanging rails to make use of every
available space.
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SPEND LESS WITHOUT
COMPROMISING ON STYLE
Budget Kitchen Ideas!

4. UPDATE KITCHEN WALLS
Painting the walls is a great way to give a
kitchen a fresh, new look without breaking the
bank – and, best of all, you can do it in a day. If
you have wooden units, opt for a splash of
colour and paint a feature wall, or all the walls,
in one of the season’s latest shades.

5. LIVEN UP YOUR SCHEME WITH FUN
ACCESSORIES
Accessories will brighten your kitchen in an instant
and you can choose a theme to bring the look
together. Display selected items on open shelving
and think about reorganising your worktop so you
only have your favourites on show. If you have a
dresser, this is the perfect place to show off neat
stacks of crockery, cups and glassware.

6. USE NEW FABRICS
From new seat cushions for tired old chairs
to pretty blinds and tablecloths, fabrics can
work wonders and don’t have to cost the
earth. Even a change of tea towels can make
an impact.

8. DISPLAY COLOURFUL
WALL ART
Add playful personality to a
scheme and introduce a retro
vibe with eye-catching wall art.
For maximum effect, display
against a cool white backdrop
and bring in blasts of bold
colour with pop art and
signage in a palette of primary
shades that can be picked out
in your accessories. Vary the
way artwork is displayed by
hanging some on the wall and
propping other pieces casually
against it for an informal feel.

7. MAKE A STATEMENT WITH LIGHTS
Shed new light on a budget kitchen scheme by incorporating dramatic ceiling
lights. Oversized metal pendants are the perfect way to make a statement and
introduce an industrial feel. Hang them over a table or island to create a focal
point and provide both task and mood lighting. If you choose a smaller design,
follow the stylist’s tip and hang them in threes for maximum impact.
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TIPS FOR CREATING THE

ULTIMATE MAN CAVE
Building a man cave ranks high as an exciting home renovation project and they deserve proper planning to turn that
basement or den into exactly the sort of getaway space you want. We have the tips you need for those plans: Take a look
at the ultimate man cave choices!

1 Check Space and Electrical Requirements
Measure your ultimate man cave space carefully while
planning on furniture, TVs, tables and other accessories.
And always know the space before you buy. Check your
wiring and outlets to see if you need an upgrade or
addition. This is particularly important in rooms you are
finishing (i.e., a basement).

2 Plan for Plumbing if You Need It
An ultimate man cave may not need plumbing,
especially if the bathroom or kitchen is a short trip
away. But for other areas, plumbing may be
necessary. And a closet bathroom can prove
particularly useful in basements and if you want a
full bar, then a source of running water is a great
addition. Plan for plumbing early on if you need it.

4 Find the Right Display
When installing a TV in the
ultimate man cave, length from
the screen is probably your most
important consideration. Find the
display size you want, but make
sure there is enough space
between it and your seating to
appreciate all those pixels. And if
you are using a project, you
need to consider projector
installation, wiring and distance
as well.

5 Place Seating in an Open Arrangement
Seats in the middle of the ultimate man cave can create dead zones of unused
space. When possible, put seating against the walls instead, or use the space
behind your gaming chairs for storage or display tables. And keep seating as
open as possible.

3 Choose a Central Game Table
Is your game pool, poker, foosball or another table-based
sport? Make it a center attraction in your ultimate man cave,
adding some spotlighting so everyone has great visibility and
base the rest of your theme/decorations around it. Just make
sure there is enough space leftover for seating and displays.

6 Include a Built-in Bar or Refrigeration Area
If you want an ultimate man cave upgrade, include a bar section with several
stools for seating, or a refrigeration cabinet/closet for storing your beverages
and dips. And there are a lot of fun ways to set these areas up and they can
save on trips to the kitchen too.

WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION? CALL 1300296255 NOW!
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MORE TIPS FOR CREATING
YOUR ULTIMATE

MAN CAVE
7 Find a Way to Cool Off – Preferably with Outdoor Access
In small spaces, electronics and human bodies create a lot of heat. Install
quality air conditioning to keep the room cool. You can tie the space in with
your house HVAC, but for extra cooling another air conditioner unit may be
helpful. A connection to the outdoors, even if it’s just a small window, is
particularly useful.

8 Use Ceiling Lights and Minimal LEDs
You have many choices for lighting your ultimate man cave. We suggest
sticking to traditional ceiling and bar-style pendant lights (no fluorescents)
for your primary lighting source. And then choose a couple accent lights
using LED strings and bulbs to add some light color variations. While
lighting with day-glo LEDs everywhere may seem cool at first, it can
quickly get old, so it’s important to have traditional lighting to fall back on.

9 Install a Sound System That’s Right For Your Space
An ultimate man cave is an ideal place to install a 5.1 or 7.1 surround
sound system. However take time to plan out speaker positioning and (if
your speakers are wireless) how you will run speaker wires. And a little
work here will pay off with excellent sound for years.

10 Set Up an
Arcade Section
An arcade corner is a fun,
ever-popular addition to
man caves. It may be
easier than you think to
find your favorite arcade
games and set them up.
And give it a try if you
want something truly
special. If you want a
modern upgrade, set
aside a VR gaming space
instead.

DID YOU
KNOW?
butterflies taste
with their feet
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SEVEN
CONSEQUENCES

OF A LEAKY
ROOF
WATER DAMAGE IS SERIOUS. Be on the lookout for roofing
leaks before they ruin your home and safety.
Most homeowners think a leaky roof is just a structural problem, but
it can actually pose many more safety and even health risks. Here
are the less-obvious ways a roof leak can damage your home:
1. ATTIC AND CEILING DAMAGE
The initial dangers of a roof leak are damage to the attic area and
items stored there. If there is no attic, or the size of the leak is really
big, it will damage the interior ceiling. Affected ceiling paint will
darken and ceiling plaster may bubble and expand. The leaking
water also will damage paint and plaster on nearby walls. You can
also expect damage on ceiling-mounted lights and fans.
2. INTERIOR MOLD AND MILDEW ISSUES
In the longer term, one of the most serious consequences of a
leaking roof is mold and mildew growth. Mold can spread throughout
the home’s structure, to the HVAC system and then to the rest of the
house through the vents where it can invade carpets, furniture and
even clothing.
Black mold is the most common type resulting from chronic water
intrusion. Toxic black mold growth is rare, but even non-toxic black
mold attacks wood framing, ceiling tiles, and wall and floor
coverings. Mold is difficult to get rid of, and it is rather costly.
3. HEALTH CONCERNS FROM MOLD
Mold and mildew can lead to serious health issues, especially for those
with high sensitivity, including nasal congestion, rhinitis, inflammations
and asthma. Mold spores continue to be produced once it's present
and will lead to allergic reactions, asthmatic symptoms, and more
serious health problems.
4. FIRE HAZARD FROM WATER DAMAGE
If your electrical wiring is present in an attic or ceiling, a leaky roof
could pose a fire threat from shorted wires. It is highly recommended
to turn off electricity to the area that’s affected and have an
electrician examine it.
5. SLIP AND FALL HAZARD
A severely leaking roof can cause water to puddle on the floor.
This may not seem like a huge risk, but if you have an active
family, and especially if you have children who like to run, you
need to get that water mopped up to prevent human spills.
6. HIGHER UTILITY BILLS AND WASTED ENERGY
High utility bills are another side effect of a leaking roof, as
water intrusion is detrimental to the insulation in attic area.
Your cellulose or fiberglass insulation becomes saturated
and it takes a long time for it to dry out. If a roof leak repair
is put off for a long time, chronic water intrusion will deplete
the insulation significantly and your home will lose hot and
cool air, resulting in higher utility bills.
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7. COMPROMISED STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
The most obvious consequence of a leaking roof is the
damaged rafters, ceiling joists, wall framing and even fascia
boards and exterior trim can become victims of water
intrusion. Chronic roof leaks lead to wood deterioration and
weakened, rotten roof framing causes serious problems that
require assistance from a professional contractor. You can
also face expensive wood framing repairs if water leaks
down into ceiling joists and walls.
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6 ways to
transform your
Painting
average
bathroom

- without remodeling
Of course we all crave a beautiful, spa-like bathroom… but
many of us are living with the reality of average, run-of-the-mill
bathrooms on distinctly non spa-like budgets. The good news is
that even if a remodel’s not in the cards, there are still plenty of
things you can do to make your bathroom a beautiful, unique
space. Here are six ideas.

Air Tools Worth
Considering

Using air tools in the farm workshop can
increase work rates, reduce operator fatigue and
be a safer alternative to electrical power tools.
Budget branded sets of basic air tools including
an impact wrench, air drill, air sander, die grinder
and air chisel sell for less than $300. Paint
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Add unique mirror
An interesting mirror is sure to draw the eye — and
brighten up the room as well.
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MONTHLY
HUMOUR
An old lady comes to her doctor and
says, “Doctor, you know how you
told me I should avoid going up and
down stairs as much as possible?”
“Yes,” nods the doctor,
“we agreed on that after
the latest X-rays.”
“Well I don’t know if it
was such a great
recommendation.
All the climbing up and
down the rain gutter
is really exhausting!”

”Professional
Painters. On time.
On budget and did
a really good job on
our house. Very
happy with their
work”

To Noosa Prestige Painting:
Your crew just finished the job. I
can’t praise them enough, they
were absolutely amazing!
THANK YOU!
-D. Gorlich

-Melanie from Montville
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